Abstract
Introduction
Today, using corpora for solving different linguistic problems has gained a very high interest from the specialists in the field of computational linguistics. In computational linguistics the term 'corpus' refers to a collection of annotated or unannotated words in the body of text, which can be used for various problems such as word sense disambiguation [1] ; phrase recognition [2] ; morphological analysis and automatic lemmatization [3] , [4] ; language teaching [5] ; machine translation [6] ; information retrieval [7] ; part of speech tagging [8] and many other problems. In the field of POS tagging many works have also been done, applying different approaches. Some researchers tried to solve this very problem using rule-based approaches [9] , [10] and some preferred to used statistical information to cope with the problem [11] , [12] .
In statistics-based approaches there are two alternative training methods based on which the related frequencies and subsequent calculations are to be carried out. The first method uses a tagged training corpus from which the probabilities for each word or each tag or a sequence of tags are extracted [4] . For these kinds of methods to be able to get to a reliable estimation, a large tagged corpus is required. Merialdo [13] , for instance, uses such a corpus to disambiguate English texts using Hidden Markov Model.
To speak of Persian, it should be said that corpus-based approaches for text analysis have a rather short story in Persian language. The only serious attempt in this connection is constructing an interactive POS tagging system developed by Assi and Abdolhosseini [14] . In their project they followed the methods proposed in Schuetze [15] . It is based on the hypothesis that syntactic behavior is reflected in co-occurrence patterns. Therefore, the similarity between two words will be measured with respect to their syntactic behaviors to their left side by the degree to which they share the same neighbors on the left. So, the word types are recognized according to their distributional similarity (their similarity in terms of sharing the same neighbors), and then each category can be manually tagged. In this way a grammatically tagged corpus of Persian was created making up of 45 tags which have designed with reference to the categories normally introduced in dictionaries. Each tag is made up of one to five characters. In general, the accuracy of this kind of distributional POS tagging system proved to be 57.5 percent. Megerdoomian [16] also has reported some of the main challenges that arise in the development of a Persian part of speech tagger -such as encoding issues, long-distance dependencies in morphology, recognition of complex tokens, word and phrasal boundaries, and analysis of multiword expressions -and proposed approaches to resolving these issues.
The second method uses untagged or raw corpus for training, which is known as unsupervised method because it does not need human help in tagging the training data. For most unsupervised systems of tagging the only information is a lexicon assigning all possible tags to each word and a very large untagged corpus. In this respect it is comparable to stochastic taggers which were trained using Baum-Welch Algorithm [17] in which only an untagged corpus and a dictionary providing all possible POS tags for every word in the corpus are needed. Though unsupervised training yields lower precision rates than supervised training, it has the following advantages: For most languages large annotated corpora are not available, while unannotated corpora in electronic form are abundant for most languages. Furthermore, the training of the tagger is domain-dependent. It means applying a trained tagger to a text of another domain usually results in a degradation of precision [18] .
There are different approaches to unsupervised learning. Cutting, and his colleague [2] used a HMM and gained 96 percent accuracy on the Brown corpus. In their approach they used an idea originated by Kupiec [19] in which words are grouped in equivalence classes. Thus reducing the number of parameters that need to be adjusted. Brill [20] used transformation-based unsupervised tagging which begins with an unannotated text corpus and a dictionary listing words and the allowable POS tags for each word. Then a set of rules are applied and kept looking until all possible candidates obtain null score.
The accuracy reported for this approach is 95.1 percent testing on Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal corpus and 96.0 percent testing on Brown corpus. Tzoukermann and Radev [21] use word class for POS disambiguation. They investigate a direction for coming up with different kinds of probabilities based on paradigms of tags for given word. Their estimations are based not on the words, but on the sets of tags associated with a word. They claim that this approach gives a more efficient representation of the data in order to distinguish word POS. The accuracy of this method reached about 95 percent for POS disambiguation of unrestricted French text. In fact, the term 'genotype' used in the present paper has been adopted from their work. In this paper we present a rather different approach to unsupervised POS tagging which has been applied to Persian texts. The presented method uses only a lexicon including all possible tags of each word which is referred to as 'genotype' and a corpus containing a large amount of raw Persian texts. A mathematical heuristic model named as Iterative Improved Feedback (IIF) Model is applied to extract the relevant frequencies of the word genotypes from the raw corpus and use them for disambiguating unrestricted Persian texts from the standpoint of POS. When a word was disambiguated, only one tag would be suitable for the context to which the word belongs and we refer to this correct tag as 'genotype decision'.
Working with these kinds of input for building a tagger for a low density language 1 like Persian for which large annotated corpus are scarce seems to be highly advantageous. In the next section the proposed IIF Model is introduced. Discussion of the results from the experiment on this model is presented in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 deal with comparing the presented model to the other similar models and concluding the study, respectively.
The Model

Corpus Preparation
As mentioned formerly, in our unsupervised tagging system there is no need to collect an annotated Persian corpus, but a raw corpus, a lexicon comprising all Persian words and their allowable POS tags or genotype. In light of this, we tried to collect as many Persian texts in different fields as possible (over 100 million words). These texts are mainly extracted from scientific articles, journals, books, interviews newspapers, etc. found in the Internet and preprocessed before entering to the corpus. That is, all tables, pictures, figures or diagrams are to be deleted from the texts to be ready for the corpus. Moreover, the texts should be converted to an XML format to be suitable for use on Internet sites. In this stage the texts can be entered into the corpus to be used for different types of linguistic research. When the texts are entered the corpus, they are automatically tokenized in terms of sentence.
The first stage of the work which is known as 'Initial State Annotator' [20] tags each word in the corpus with its genotype. Determining the genotype of every word can be easily extracted from a machine readable dictionary. Once the genotype of each word in the lexicon has been determined, the algorithm has been passed through the first stage, namely, 'Initial State Annotator'. In this phase every word has been assigned with a group of tags, all of which are possible syntactic categories of that word in different contexts.
The tagset we used for 'Initial State Annotator' stage comprises 68 tags each of which consists of from 2 to 5 characters. In linguistic analysis using one or the other tagset depends on its application in the related task. Specifiability of a tagset is preferable, which means that the linguistic task of the tagger has been carefully specified resulting in more precise evaluation of tagger performance [22] Our tagset selection is based on Persian morphological characteristics and requirements of the current experiment. For instance, in our tagset we include the tag [nsgz] standing for singular common noun plus indefinite suffix 'I', since in Persian there are a relatively large number of words whose genotype contains several tags including [nsgz] and the genotype decision is an adjective, simple noun or verb.
As mentioned earlier, the corpus has been previously tagged with genotype belonging to each word. This work which is totally automatic is easily carried out using an electronic dictionary containing all possible tags for each Persian word. Table 1 shows the percent dedicated to each group of words in our corpus in terms of their number of possible tags. As it is shown in table 1, the majority of Persian words in our selected corpus are unambiguous, that is, having only one member in their genotype. So, it seems reasonable to base our calculations only on this majority and look for successive words which are all unambiguous. Although calculation based on only unambiguous successive words is more complex than the whole words and also in the former case we need a larger corpus than the latter one, we encounter no problem in this regard, because we have a sufficiently large unannotated corpus to be analyzed.
Iterative Improved Feedback Model
In this experiment our input is only a raw corpus whose words have been assigned with all possible tags called as genotype. The output of our program is , naturally, as any other tagger system, a test corpus which has been automatically tagged for part of speech based on information derived from the training corpus.
The program reads each word from the right to the left (according to Persian writing system). When a word whose genotype contains more than one tags is found, the program sets to calculate the frequencies of each member of the given word's genotype with the tag assigned for the next word among unambiguous successive words of the training corpus. If the next word to the given word is also ambiguous, then the number of calculations of the frequencies becomes W is always unambiguous, since it has already been disambiguated. So, there is no problem with calculations of the related probabilities in this iteration and the subsequent ones. The second iteration or the tri-gram level of analysis is followed by the next level, namely, four-gram level in which the calculation of the frequencies is carried out using 
To decide whether we should pass over every iteration to the next one or not, we defined a threshold using following formula: 
If the difference between the highest probability of each iteration and its next highest probability is more than our threshold which is here 0.07, then the algorithm stops in that iteration without trying the next iteration and the most probable tag is assigned for the given word as the correct tag. However, in case that the difference between the two highest probabilities is lower than the threshold, the calculation of frequencies and subsequent probabilities goes on to the next iteration up to the desirable threshold is satisfied. Then the algorithm stops in next stage. For some ambiguous words in Persian the algorithm stops in the first iteration, because as it is said in section 2, the 1 _ n W has a high effect on determination of POS tag for W . For these words, the difference between the highest probability and the next one is large enough not to continue the calculations in the subsequent iterations.
Using the gained results from the corpus, it is expected that the claim that disambiguation of a word at most up to the third iteration in significance level  will be possible is not rejected. For this purpose, we use Hypothesis Testing. We define: . In other words, it can inexactly be said that disambiguation of a word at most up to the third iteration with the probability of 93% will be possible.
From the third iteration onward the algorithm does not go forward because in Persian the third word from the right has a little impact on the given word' tag. Figure 1 In the first iteration the following probabilities are calculated as follows:
After calculating the probabilities, the difference between the two highest probabilities is calculated as follows: 0.21435 -0.15129 = 0.06306 As it is clear, this difference is lower than our threshold: 0.06306 < 0.07. So, we go on the algorithm and calculate the tri-gram probabilities of the second iteration as follows:
We compare the difference between the two highest probabilities and our threshold. Considering the following inequation: 0.072836 > 0.07
The algorithm stops at this stage without going to the subsequent iteration, and the highest probability in this iteration is considered as the one in which the tag of n W is the correct tag. We do not go on the algorithm any further and take [nsg] as the correct tag for n W .
Smoothing
When calculating the probabilities a problem may arise from sparseness of data especially for trigram and four-gram levels of iteration. Smoothing the probability estimation for each distribution is usually used in order to avoid sparse data estimation problems. As we know, there are possible but unseen subsequent tags for each tri-gram and onward that naturally may get the probability of zero because of the corresponding subsequent tags has not occurred in the corpus. So smoothing has been here used to reduce this undesirable effect of the zero probabilities. Different methods of smoothing can be applied according to different applications. Some of these methods are the additive method [24] , the Good-Turing method [25] , the Jelinek-Mercer method [26] , Katz method [27] , and Linear Interpolation method [28] . Among these methods, we preferred to use the last one, namely the Linear Interpolation method, because in addition to being a simple method, it has the advantage of being more scientific than the additive method. Moreover, it can best be adopted with our needs (handling three-gram and onwards) in this experiment. The first iteration or bi-gram level of analysis needs no smoothing since the sufficiently large examples for each two successive tags can be found in our corpus. In this respect we estimate the tri-gram and four-gram probabilities in (3.5) and (3.6), respectively as follows. (Smoothing the higher levels of analysis (four-gram onwards) will be similar to the two given formulas.): 
Experimental Results
We tested our algorithm on a corpus containing 1000 Persian words (the test corpus) extracted from Ettela'at Newspaper. We separated disambiguation process of the ambiguous words in the test corpus according to the criterion of th K iteration at which the algorithm should stop. Table 2 demonstrates different levels of iteration which correspond to the n-gram levels of analysis along with the percent of the ambiguous words which have been disambiguated in each level. 
Related Work
Although the fundamentals of the method presented in this paper have been inspired from the unsupervised method originally proposed by Brill [29] , [20] , it has some considerable advantages over Brill's. In unsupervised learning method of Brill which uses some transformation-based rules, the method cannot be referred to as a completely unsupervised one but partially supervised, because at least for extracting the required rules a tagged training corpus, even if small, is needed. But our method toward POS tagging can be regarded as totally unsupervised without requiring any tagged corpus. The Model presented by this paper is better suited for words' properties of a language like Persian than any other proposed model.
Conclusion and Further Developments
In this experiment we present a rather novel method for automatic POS tagging of Persian texts which has not already be applied to any other language. The results gained from the experiment is very encouraging especially for tagging a language such as Persian for which there is no large annotated corpus in any form.
In this method we considered only tags not individual words, so it has the advantage of being domain-independent one and can be used for tagging texts from various fields. As far as the method requirement is only having a large unannotated corpus, it can be applied to any other language for which large online texts and a machine-readable dictionary are available. This method cannot cope with determining POS of the unknown words. However, these kinds of words will also be handled in future work inspiring of some related works [30] and using the iterative improved feedback method. Another future plan of the authors is to extract some transformation rules from the small available annotated corpus of Persian and carry out the tagging process using the method proposed by [28] for Persian. Comparing the results of the two methods, namely, IIF method and transformation-based method, we can decide on choosing the best unsupervised method for automatic tagging of Persian texts in large scales.
